PBIS Rewards, Events and Recognition

A Reference Guide

Monroe Area High School

Back to School Pep Rally

The purpose of the back to school pep rally is to promote excitement for the school year and used as a way to recognize a variety of students that don’t normally get celebrated at sports pep rallies. We recognized AP Scholars, Club Members, students with good attendance, and students with low to no tardies. Holding this pep rally during the first couple days of schools generates the excitement and exemplifies your mission for the school year.

Hicks Hundies

Staff members submit an electronic Google Form to recognize other staff members for positive things. We call these “Hurricane High Fives”. The shout out, Hurricane High Five, then gets printed on the back of a Hicks Hundy. Mr. Hicks is our amazing leader! (Ex: Helping with coverage, extra duties, leadership, etc…). Teachers use the Hicks Hundy for snacks, drinks, and other items in the teacher market.

Monroe Market

MAHS PBIS Reward store. Earn points by following the Matrix. Students can redeem points for a variety of items, event tickets, and other special promotions. Monroe Market is located in the Cafeteria and open during all lunches on Tuesdays and Fridays. Both the PBIS team members as well as the Student Storm team run the store via the Rewards App.

PBIS Team Committees

The purpose of forming committees within your PBIS team is to make sure everyone has a role and purpose on the team. We broke our team into three committees: Hospitality and Hype Team, Building Battle Team, and Data Team.
PBIS Rewards (App)

PBIS Rewards is a Software-as-a-Service solution that provides an automated schoolwide PBIS management system. It simplifies the implementation and tracking of the PBIS framework within a school. With PBIS Rewards, school administration can clearly see how teachers are utilizing PBIS and how PBIS is improving school culture.

Reward Days

Event Based: Students can “pay to play” by cashing in their reward points. Activities include basketball, cornhole, and video tournaments, access to the Senior courtyard, and more. We set dates and price points at the beginning of the year so we can adequately advertise and students can manage and plan for their points. We hold these quarterly and during a different block for each session. We do tie some attendance restrictions in addition to the points because it is out of class time.

Reward Based: Students can purchase special items with their reward points. Ice cream from a local ice cream shop, pizza, sodas, popsicles, etc. on special days through the Monroe Market.

Social Media

Promote your school and your brand through the school’s social media outlets. We used the hashtag, #positivelymonroe, with everything we can so people recognize our brand and what we are doing in school and around the community.

Spirit Challenge

To promote more school spirit and involvement in school events. Students earn points for attending different events. (Ex: Specific sporting events, club meetings, and various PBIS driven events)

Student Storm Team

A group of Students nominated by teachers who exemplify the expectations set forth through our Matrix. Students help out with a variety of MAHS and PBIS events, tasks, and provide feedback from their classmates on rewards, acknowledgments and other topics pertinent to the PBIS initiative.

SWIS: School Wide Information System

Web-based data collection and reporting system for office discipline referrals.

Woot Woot Wagon

Through a partnership with a local church, we roll a cart of goodies around to staff on the 3rd Wednesday of the month. Themes have included: Coffee Cart, Build your own trail mix bar, Breakfast Cart, Apple Cider, and Delivery of Gratitude notes.